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ABSTRACT
In spite of many advantages of hybrid electrical/optical datacenter
networks (Hybrid-DCN), current job schedulers for data-parallel
frameworks are not suitable for Hybrid-DCN, since the schedulers
do not aggregate data traffic to facilitate using optical circuit switch
(OCS). We propose SchedOCS, a job scheduler for data-parallel
frameworks in Hybrid-DCN that aims to take full advantage of the
OCS to improve the job performance.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Several studies [1, 2, 4, 5] propose to augment the traditional elec-
trical packet switch (EPS) datacenter network with an on-demand
rack-to-rack network using the OCS (namely Hybrid-DCN), which
has low capital expenditures (CapEx) and low operating expendi-
tures (OpEx). However, OCS can be used only for large data transfer-
s (e.g., 1.125GB) between racks, so that the overhead (on the order
of 𝜇𝑠-to-𝑚𝑠) used to reconfigure the input-to-output connections
of OCS is negligible.

Current job schedulers for the data-parallel frameworks [3, 6] are
not designed for the Hybrid-DCN and fail to use OCS to accelerate
the data transfer. To take full advantage of Hybrid-DCN, we could
aggregate the data to be transferred by placing the tasks of a job (e.g.,
map and reduce tasks in MapReduce) in only a few racks. However,
it may sacrifice the basic principle of data-parallel frameworks –
parallelism (i.e., the tasks of a job running concurrently). There is a
tradeoff between parallelism and traffic aggregation. If a rack does
not have sufficient available resources to run all the assigned tasks
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concurrently, it increases the latency of the job (i.e., the duration
from the start of a job until its completion). In this paper, we propose
a job scheduler called SchedOCS that aims to efficiently leverage
OCS in Hybrid-DCN to improve job performance by finding the
optimal tradeoff between the parallelism and traffic aggregation.
SchedOCS attempts to aggregate the shuffle data transfers of a job
in order to use OCS effectively.

2 SCHEDOCS DESIGN
SchedOCS consists of an offline scheduler and a real-time scheduler.
Offline schedulerThe job profiler explores the tradeoff of shuffle-
heavy recurring jobs based on the estimated job characteristics [3]
and outputs all feasible schedules (i.e., number of racks to run the
tasks) of a job that can leverage the OCS efficiently while achieving
sufficient parallelism.

Then, the job manager enumerates all the feasible schedules of
the recurring job and finds out a global schedule including the se-
quence to run the map/reduce tasks of recurring jobs in each rack
that yields the best performance (i.e., high throughput for batch
jobs and short completion time for online jobs).
Real-time scheduler Based on the schedule from offline scheduler,
the real-time cluster scheduler places the input data and schedules
the recurring jobs to the racks accordingly. The non-recurring jobs
then use the idle resources that are not assigned to the recurring
jobs. As the recurring jobs can finish earlier by more efficiently
utilizing OCS, it leaves more computing resources and network
bandwidth to ad-hoc jobs for them to complete earlier.

3 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
We propose SchedOCS, a job scheduler for data-parallel frameworks
in Hybrid-DCN that aggregates the data transfers of a job to fully
takes advantage of the OCS to improve job performance. As the
future work, we plan to implement and evaluate SchedOCS in
simulation and real cluster.
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